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“Gratitude helps us see what is there instead of what isn’t.”  

During the month of November we will focus on developing GRIT, an 
attitude of gratitude, and a continuation of Jensen’s Tips.   

Congratulations to Taylor Mowery at Rochelle School of the Arts, 
winner of the inflatable lounger!  Be sure to answer this week’s    

question to the enter the contest to win_____________.                     

~Office of Acceleration & Innovation 

Power Up 
Weekly 

It’s confirmed: Social conditions influence our brain in multiple ways we never knew before.  
Sociology is guided by the journal of Social Neuroscience. School behaviors are highly social experiences, 
which become encoded through our sense of reward, acceptance, pain, pleasure, coherence, affinity and 
stress. In fact, poor social conditions, isolation or social “defeat” are correlated with fewer brain cells! 
Nobody knew this occurred five or ten years ago.  
Practical school application: Do NOT allow random social groupings for more than 10-20% of the school day. 
Use targeted, planned, diverse social groupings with mentoring, teams and buddy systems. Work to 
strengthen pro-social conditions. Teacher-to-student relationships matter, as do student-to-student rela-
tionships. Citations: Champagne FA, Curley JP. (2005) How social experiences influence the brain. Curr Opin Neurobiology. Dec;15(6):704-9.  R. M. Sapolsky (2005) The Influence of Social 

Hierarchy on Primate Health Science, April 29; 308(5722):  648 – 652.   Yap, J. Yap, J. (2006) Behavioral Brain Research, Sept 25; 172(2):344-50 

Your chance to Win!  Send an email to: OAI@polk-fl.net 

Please respond to the following statement:   

How do you demonstrate an attitude of gratitude in your classroom and school site? 

 

FOSTERING GRIT IN THE CLASSROOM 
TEACHABLE MOMENTS: If 
you’ve been teaching for 
more than 10 minutes, 
you’ve likely taught some 
tricky content that re-
quires multiple explana-
tions.  As you scan the 
room, you see their frus-
tration.  Your students 
are desperately trying to 
hang on, but it looks as 
though a few students are 
ready to let go of the 
rope.  The light in their 
eyes gets dim and may even turn off completely.  Their frustration 
tolerance gets surpassed and its an uphill battle to regain their at-
tention. Use these moments to your advantage.  Make an example of 
the present situation.  Stop the lesson completely and forge a new 
path.  For impact, I might even stop the lesson mid-sentence and 
write the word “GRIT” on the board.  Their confusion will now be a 
result of the surprise halt in the lesson in lieu of the difficult con-
tent you were teaching.  BAM!  Now you have their attention!  Follow 
up by asking students what they know about grit. How is grit related 
to growth mindset? What does it look like? How does it feel? What 
does it sound like? At the conclusion of this discussion, students will 
be more willing to give the lesson another shot. Remember that grit 
is not about completing the task successfully, but rather embracing 
the process without giving up. 
CREATE A GRIT BOARD: Exhibitions of grit are all around 
us.  Identifying and labeling examples of grit in literature, world 
events, and real life situations will serve to establish working mod-
els that students can use to compare themselves.  Create a wall or 
bulletin board where students can jot down those examples and post 
them. Sticky notes or index cards should be readily accessible for 
students to pin on the board.  Don’t forget to allow them to use ex-
amples from their own family, friends, or classmates.  Identifying,  
discussing, and labeling examples of grit in the real world can surely 
serve as a powerful strategy for modeling this concept for students. 

How to Start a Gratitude Journal  
& Why You Need One 

Have you ever heard of a gratitude jour-
nal? A gratitude journal is a place you write 
down things you are thankful for. Gratitude 
journals are great for those of us that 
don't have a lot of time to devote to long 
journal entries. If you are curious about 
how they can help you, here how to start a 
gratitude journal and why you need one. 
Why You Need a Gratitude Journal 
It helps you find gratitude on days 
where it seems hopeless – Hopeless feel-
ings are hard to overcome, but if you are 
able to see things you are grateful for, 
even if they seem small at the time, you will 
start to develop a more positive attitude 
about life.  
It helps 
banish neg-
ativity – 
When we 
focus on 
positives 
more than 
negatives, 
we will nat-
urally start 
to become 
more posi-
tive in our 
thinking and processing.  
It helps with goal setting and seeing 
progress – If you want to get to a place of 
positivity or see a goal come to fruition, a 
journal can help you look back and see it 
happening.  
How to Start a Gratitude Journal 
Get a notebook that you will love writing 
in – One of the best ways to make a habit 
like this something you want to do is by 
making it fun at first. For many of us, that 
means getting a crisp new notebook or even 
a nice leather-bound journal to start the 
journey in.Be consistent in writing in your 
journal and make it a habit – They say it 
takes 30 days to form something into a 
habit. Try setting aside a scheduled time 
each night before bedtime to write in your 
journal. If you have a hard time remember-
ing, set an alarm on your phone. Try to be 
as specific as possible when writing – 
When you write down each thing you are 
grateful, try to be descriptive on the 
‘whys' when it comes to your feelings of 
gratitude.  
Write at least 3 things you are grateful 
for each day – It may be hard at first, 
but try to at least write 3 things you are 
grateful for every time you make a new en-
try in your journal. This helps you think 
about your world around you in a more com-
plex way. 

Movement in the Classroom 
In my first grade classroom movement 
is a NECESSITY- for me and my stu-
dents. We love to use movement when 
working with our high frequency words 
of the week. We clap, stomp, jump to 
the syllables in our words. Partner 
work is a must, it’s fun to work with 
others and they get to move to new 
places in the classroom so they are 
not just sitting at their desk all day. 
We takes brain breaks using GoNoodle 
when we need a quick break. GoNoodle 
also has “calm down” videos that we 

like to do before we take tests. Students have flexible seat-
ing options in the room, giving them opportunity to wiggle and 
bounce as they learn. You can catch us singing songs and per-
forming for others too! ~Taylor Mowery, Rochelle School of the Arts  


